Fourth Session, Commencing at 4.30 pm

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
629*
German New Guinea, bronze ten pfennig, 1894A. Brown
and red uncirculated.
$400
In a slab by NGC as MS 63 BN.

626*
German New Guinea, silver one mark, 1894A. Extremely
fine.
$300
In a slab by NGC as AU58.

630*
German New Guinea, bronze ten pfennig, 1894A. Brown
and red, uncirculated.
$400
In a slab by NGC as MS 63 BN.

627*
German New Guinea, silver one mark, 1894A. Minor rim
bruises, otherwise toned good very fine.
$200

631*
German New Guinea, bronze ten pfennig, 1894A. Brown
patina, uncirculated.
$350
In a slab by NGC as MS 63 BN.

628*
German New Guinea, bronze ten pfennig 1894A. Bluish
red brown, nearly uncirculated.
$750
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket, with PCGS certificate
as MS64BN.
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637
Territory of New Guinea, one shilling, 1935 (5), 1936 (5),
1938 (5), 1945 (5). Extremely fine - uncirculated. (20)
$150

638
Territory of New Guinea, shillings, 1935 (8), 1936 (8), 1938
(11), 1945 (9). Very fine - nearly uncirculated.
$200

632*
Territory of New Guinea, George V, Melbourne Mint
specimen penny, 1929, in cupro-nickel. Lightly toned, FDC
and rare.
$700
In a slab by NGC as PF 65.

639
Papua New Guinea, proof gold one hundred kina, 1975
and 1976 (KM.9, 10). In cases of issue with certificates,
FDC. (2)
$1,000

633
Territory of New Guinea, pennies, 1936 (3) (KM.6); shillings,
1935-36, 1938 (KM.5), 1945 (KM.8); also, Jersey, proof five
shillings, 1966, (KM.28) two coin set. Good extremely fine
- uncirculated. (8)
$60
634
Territory of New Guinea, Edward VIII pennies 1936 (13);
George VI, penny 1944 and threepence 1944. Very fine
- uncirculated. (15)
$50

640*
Papua, New Guinea, proof gold one hundred kina, 1977
(KM.12). Nearly FDC.
$500

635
Territory of New Guinea, Edward VIII, pennies 1936 (10);
George VI, threepences, 1944 (10). Fine - good very fine.
(20)
$50

641
Papua New Guinea, PNC proof set 21 April 1973. In album
of issue, FDC.
$60
642
Papua New Guinea, proof coin and stamp FDC set, 1975,
containing proof one, two, five, ten and twenty toeas; proof
one, five and ten kina, all with commemorative stamps;
also, mixed world base metal twentieth century issues, in
individual envelopes by country (approx 100); gold plated
two up set. Good - FDC. (approx 110)
$100

636*
Territory of New Guinea, George VI, penny, 1938. Red
uncirculated.
$80
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NEW ZEALAND
Choice Proof Waitangi Crown

643*
George V, Royal Mint London, proof Waitangi crown, 1935. Untoned, brilliant FDC and rare.
$7,500
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

644*
George V, Royal Mint London, proof-like Waitangi crown, 1935. Lightly toned, nearly FDC and rare.
$6,000
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.
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645*
George V, Royal Mint London, proof shilling, 1935. Light grey toning, brilliant FDC and rare.
$750
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 111A (lot 425).

646*
George V, Royal Mint London, proof sixpence, 1935. Brilliant light grey tone, FDC and rare.
$750
Ex S.N.Agnew Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 111A (lot 425).

Excessively Rare Proof Centennial Halfcrown

647*
George VI, Royal Mint London, proof Centennial halfcrown 1940. Spotted obverse with hairlines, otherwise FDC and
excessively rare, only three in private hands.
$7,500
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Extremely Rare Proof Crown 1949

648*
George VI, Royal Mint London, proof crown 1949. Semi frosted and brilliant FDC and extremely rare, only three or four
in private hands.
$15,000
Ex Pacific Coin Company (Jim Johnson) and M.R.Roberts with their tickets and a currency coin for comparison.

649*
George VI, proof pattern or model crown, in silver, plain edge, obverse only by Hugh Paget. FDC.
$1,000
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.
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Extremely Rare George VI Proof Set 1947

650*
George VI, proof pattern or model crown, in aluminium
bronze (or brass) obverse only by Hugh Paget. FDC.
$1,000
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

651*
George VI, Royal Mint London, proof halfcrown, 1947.
Choice FDC and extremely rare.
$4,500
In a slab by NGC as PF65 cameo.

652*
Elizabeth II, Royal Mint London, proof set, 1947, halfcrown,
florin, shilling, sixpence and threepence. FDC and extremely
rare. (5)
$15,000
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

653*
George VI, Royal Mint London, proof penny, 1950. Brilliant
red with evidence of finger prints, otherwise FDC and
extremely rare.
$2,000
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket and slab certificate
from PCGS as PR64RB.
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654*
George VI, Royal Mint London, proof penny, 1951. Brown and red brilliance, FDC and extremely rare.
$2,250
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

655*
George VI, Royal Mint London, proof halfpenny, 1950. Slight spotting, red and brown brilliance, nearly FDC and extremely
rare.
$1,500
In a slab by PCGS as PR65RB.

Excessively Rare Elizabeth II Proof Set 1954

656*
Elizabeth II, Royal Mint London, proof set, 1954, sixpence, threepence, penny and halfpenny. Brilliant FDC and exceedingly
rare. (4)
$10,000
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket, stating only four sets known in private hands.
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657*
Elizabeth II, Royal Mint London, proof halfcrown, 1962. Obverse with light hairline scratches, otherwise FDC and extremely
rare.
$2,000
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

Complete Proof Set 1964

658
Elizabeth II, Royal Mint London, proof set, 1964, florin, shilling, sixpence, threepence, penny and halfpenny. FDC and very
rare, only four sets in private hands. (6)
$8,000
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.
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659*
Elizabeth II, Royal Mint London, proof penny, 1963. Blue
brown and red, FDC and extremely rare.
$2,000

663*
George V, halfcrown, 1933. Lightly toned subdued mint
bloom, nearly uncirculated.
$100

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

660*
Elizabeth II, Royal Mint London, proof halfpenny, 1960.
Mostly red, nearly FDC and extremely rare.
$1,750

664*
George V, halfcrown, 1935. Toned nearly extremely fine
or better.
$70

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.
Ex PCGS slab as PR63RB.

665*
George V, florin, 1933. Nearly uncirculated/good extremely
fine.
$150

661*
Elizabeth II, Royal Mint London, proof halfpenny, 1962.
Mostly red, two small carbon spots on the reverse, otherwise
FDC and extremely rare.
$1,250

Ex I.S.Wright Sale 255 (lot 8041).

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

662*
Elizabeth II, Royal Mint London, proof halfpenny, 1963.
Brilliant mint red, FDC and very rare.
$1,500

666*
George V, florin, 1933. Good extremely fine/extremely
fine.
$100

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

Ex I.S.Wright Sale 255 (lot 8042).
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671*
George V, florin, 1936. Lightly toned, considerable original
mint bloom, nearly uncirculated and rare, especially in this
condition, one of the finest known.
$1,500

667*
George V, florin, 1935. Light grey toned, uncirculated and
very scarce thus.
$400

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

668*
George V, florin, 1935. Subdued mint bloom, even grey
tone, nearly uncirculated.
$350

672*
George V, florin, 1936. Toned extremely fine and rare in
this condition.
$500

Ex I.S.Wright Sale 255 (lot 8048).

Ex I.S.Wright Sale 255 (lot 8051).

673*
George V, florin, 1936. Toned very fine and scarce.

669*
George V, florin, 1935. Lightly toned, good extremely
fine.
$250

$100
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

Ex I.S.Wright Sale 255 (lot 8049).

674*
George V, shilling, 1935. Uncirculated.
$300
Ex I.S.Wright Sale 255 (lot 8046).

670*
George V, florin, 1936. Lightly toned uncirculated and very
rare in this condition, one of the finest known.
$2,750
Private purchase from I.S.Wright with their ticket.

675*
George V, shilling, 1935. Cleaned bright, otherwise nearly
uncirculated.
$70
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.
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681
George V - Elizabeth II, 1933-1964, various issues from 1957
halfcrown to halfpenny 1964, each in 2x2 holder described
includes crown 1953. Fine - uncirculated. (28)
$120
682
George VI - Elizabeth II, mixed dates halfpennies (25); mixed
dates pennies (28); threepences, 1933 (2), 1934, 1936-37,
1939-45, 1946 (2), 1947-48, 1950, 1951(2), 1952-55, 1956
(2), 1957-62, 1963 (2), 1964; sixpences, 1933 (2), 1934,
1935 (2), 1936, 1937 (2), 1939-45, 1946 (2); 1947-48,
1950-62, 1964, 1965 (2); shillings, 1933, 1934 (2); 1940-48,
1950-53; 1956-64, 1965 (2), 1965 proof; florins, 1933-34,
1935 (2), 1936 (2), 1937, 1940 (2), 1941-45, 1946-48, 1950
(2), 1951, 1961, 1963-64, 1965 (2); halfcrowns, 1933 (2),
1934-35, 1937, 1940-48, 1949 (2), 1950, 1951 (3), 1961,
1962 (2), 1963, 1965; crowns, 1949, 1953. In 2 x 2 holders
with Collector's notes, good fine - uncirculated. (206)
$150

676*
George V, threepence, 1935. Lightly toned, subdued original
mint bloom, uncirculated and rare in this condition, one of
the finest known.
$1,500
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

Ex S.J. Green Collection.

677*
George V, threepence, 1935. Toned extremely fine and very
scarce in this condition.
$400
Ex Dr G.C.Shortland Collection.

683*
George VI, halfcrown, 1937. Lightly toned extremely fine/
good extremely fine.
$200
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

678*
George V, threepence, 1935. Very fine.
$120
679
George V - George VI, halfcrown 1935, crowns 1949 (2);
fantasy crown of Australia 1936, struck c2000. Extremely
fine - uncirculated. (5)
$100

684*
George VI, halfcrowns, 1941 and 1942. Toned extremely
fine or better. (2)
$150

680
George V - George VI, shillings, 1933, 1934 (2), 1935, 1940
and 1945. Cleaned very fine - extremely fine. (6)
$100

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.
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685*
George VI, halfcrown, 1942. Lightly toned, nearly
uncirculated.
$150

689*
George VI, halfcrown, 1945. Lightly toned, nearly
uncirculated.
$200

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

686*
George VI, halfcrown, 1944. Lightly toned, nearly
uncirculated and rare in this condition.
$600
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

690*
George VI, halfcrowns, 1947 and 1948. Lightly toned,
scratched in king's face on the first, nearly uncirculated.
(2)
$200
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

687*
George VI, half crown, 1944. Toned good extremely fine
and scarce thus.
$350
Ex I.S.Wright Sale 255 (lot 8063).

691*
George VI, halfcrown, 1948. Subdued tone, underlying mint
bloom, uncirculated and scarce thus.
$250
Ex I.S.Wright Sale 255 (lot 8067).

688*
George VI, halfcrown, 1944. Some mint bloom, nearly
extremely fine/extremely fine and scarce.
$100
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.
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692*
George VI, halfcrown, 1948. Underlying mint bloom, nearly
uncirculated.
$200

696*
George VI, florin, 1940. Full original mint bloom, choice
uncirculated and rare in this condition, one of the finest
known.
$900

Ex I.S.Wright Sale 255 (lot 8066).

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

697*
George VI, florin, 1940. Nearly uncirculated.

693*
George VI, halfcrown, 1949. Toned, subdued original mint
bloom, uncirculated and scarce thus.
$250

$500
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

698*
George VI, florin, 1940. Good extremely fine.
694*
George VI, halfcrown, 1949. Has been rubbed, otherwise
uncirculated and scarce thus.
$250

$200
Ex I.S.Wright Sale 255 (lot 8055).

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

699*
George VI, florin, 1941. Nearly uncirculated.
$100

695*
George VI, florin, 1937. Lightly toned, nearly uncirculated/
uncirculated.
$180

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.
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700*
George VI, florin, 1942. Light tone, subdued mint bloom,
nearly uncirculated.
$250

704*
George VI, florin, 1944. Nick on neck, otherwise lightly
toned extremely fine/good extremely fine.
$120

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

701*
George VI, florin, 1942. Nearly uncirculated.

705*
George VI, florin, 1946, flat back to kiwi. Extremely fine/
good extremely fine and scarce thus.
$200

$200
Ex I.S.Wright Sale 255 (lot 8061).

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

702*
George VI, florin, 1943. Minor contact marks and rim nick,
otherwise uncirculated.
$150

706*
George VI, florin, 1947. Uncirculated and rare thus.

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

Ex I.S.Wright Sale 255 (lot 8064).

703*
George VI, florin, 1944. Nearly uncirculated and very scarce
in this condition.
$400

707*
George VI, florin, 1948. Full cartwheeling original mint
bloom, uncirculated.
$200

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

Ex I.S.Wright Sale 255 (lot 8065).

$200
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708*
George VI, shilling, 1940.
uncirculated.

712*
George VI, shilling, 1942, broken back variety. Lightly
toned, nearly uncirculated and scarce thus.
$200

Nearly uncirculated/
$100

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

Ex I.S.Wright Sale 255 (lot 8060).

709*
George VI, shilling, 1940. Light small scratch on obverse,
otherwise nearly uncirculated.
$80

713*
George VI, shilling, 1942, broken back variety. Lightly
toned, extremely fine or better, scarce thus.
$100
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

714*
George VI, shilling, 1943. Full bright mint bloom,
uncirculated.
$100

710*
George VI, shilling, 1941. Bright, nearly uncirculated/
uncirculated.
$250

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

715*
Elizabeth II, shilling, 1944. Peripheral tone, uncirculated
and scarce thus.
$150
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

711*
George VI, shillings, 1941, 1942 and 1943. Nearly extremely
fine - nearly uncirculated. (3)
$150

716*
George VI, shilling, 1947. Subdued full original mint bloom,
uncirculated and scarce in this condition.
$250

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their tickets.

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.
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721*
George VI, sixpence, 1943.
uncirculated.

717*
George VI, sixpence, 1937. Full original mint bloom,
uncirculated.
$150

Attractively toned,
$200

Ex I.S.Wright Sale 255 (lot 8052).

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

722*
George VI, sixpence, 1943. Bright, uncirculated.
$200
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

718*
George VI, sixpences, 1940, 1941, 1942, and 1943. The
second extremely fine, others nearly uncirculated or better.
(4)
$200

723*
George VI, sixpences, 1945 and 1946. Uncirculated. (2)
$200
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

724*
George VI, threepence, 1941. Tiny obverse rim nick,
otherwise uncirculated and scarce thus.
$350

719*
George VI, sixpence, 1942. Lightly toned, uncirculated and
rare in the condition, one of the finest known.
$500

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

725*
George VI, threepence, 1942, missing dot on right. Full
original mint bloom, choice uncirculated and rare in this
condition, one of the finest know.
$750

720*
George VI, sixpence, 1943. Spotted obverse, full original
mint bloom, uncirculated.
$270
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.
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726*
George VI, threepence, 1942 no dot on right of date variety.
Uncirculated and rare in this condition.
$450
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

727*
George VI, threepence, 1942 missing dot variety. Toned,
nearly extremely fine.
$350
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket and NGC slab ticket
as MS62.

731
George VI - Elizabeth II, pennies 1945, 1953 proof and 1956
strapless variety. Full red uncirculated; toned nearly FDC;
uneven dark brown and red extremely fine. (3)
$100
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

728*
George VI, penny, 1941. Full red uncirculated and very
scarce thus.
$250
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

729*
George VI, pennies, 1941 and 1942. Brilliant uncirculated.
(2)
$200

732*
George VI - Elizabeth II, halfpennies, 1941, 1942 and 1955.
Red and brown, uncirculated. (3)
$240

In slabs by NGC as MS 65 RB and MS 64 RB respectively.

First and third private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their tickets, second
from I.S.Wright Sale 255 (lot 8058).

730
George VI - Elizabeth II, florin 1946 flat back, shilling 1965
broken back and threepence 1955. Fine - very fine. (3)
$50
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733
George VI - Elizabeth II, a selection of slabbed coins,
includes, halfpenny, 1952 (NGC MS 65 RD); threepences,
1940 (PCGS MS63), 1953 (NGC MS 65), 1959 (PCGS
MS 64); sixpence 1956 (PCSG MS 64); florin, 1941 (PCGS
cleaned AU Detail); proof threepence, 1953 (NGC PF65
Cameo); proof sixpences, 1953 and 1955 (both NGC PF
63 Cameo). Uncirculated - FDC. (7)
$80

739*
Elizabeth II, penny, 1954. Full original mint red, uncirculated
and very scarce in this condition.
$250

734
Elizabeth II, proof set, 1953, crown to halfpenny. In lucite
holder fixed into Royal Mint set case, some toning, otherwise
FDC. (8)
$150

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

735*
Elizabeth II, shilling, 1955. Full original mint bloom, choice
uncirculated and very scarce thus.
$250

740*
Elizabeth II, penny, 1956, strapless variety. Traces of original
mint red, extremely fine and rare.
$350

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket and ICCS certificate
as MS65.

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

MIS-STRIKES

736*
Elizabeth II, shilling, 1955. Uncirculated and scarce thus.
$100

741*
George VI, threepence (1947), full obverse brockage. Nearly
extremely fine and very rare.
$500
737*
Elizabeth II, threepence, 1956, strapless variety. Deep scratch
on forehead, otherwise good extremely fine with mint bloom,
rare in this condition.
$200

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

Ex I.S.Wright Sale 255 (lot 8070) with their ticket.

742*
Elizabeth II, proof florin, 1965, struck out of collar, plain
edge broadstrike. Nearly FDC and extremely rare.
$1,000

738*
Elizabeth II, threepence, 1956 no shoulder strap variety.
Toned extremely fine or better and rare thus.
$200

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket and a currency strike
for comparison.

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.
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748*
Elizabeth II, one cent 1970, second strike in error, elongated
impression on obverse. Uncirculated.
$250

743*
Elizabeth II, sixpence 1965, twenty percent or partial obverse
brockage (2.9g). Good very fine and very rare.
$600

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket and a normal 1965
sixpence.

744*
Elizabeth II, threepence, 1961, full reverse brockage. Nearly
uncirculated and very rare.
$250

749*
Elizabeth II, twenty cents, 1980, struck off centre by fifteen
percent and out of collar, plain edge, raised lip rim (11.4g).
Uncirculated and rare as such.
$350

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

745*
Elizabeth II, two cents (1967), muled with the obverse of a
Bahamas Islands two cents. Slightly bitten flan reverse rim
at 9, brown and red uncirculated, together with normal
issue for 1976. (2)
$50

750*
Elizabeth II, two cents 1983 struck on a one cent blank in
error (2.5g). Red uncirculated.
$250
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

751*
Elizabeth II, two cents 1983 struck on a one cent blank
(2.5g). Brown and red, nearly uncirculated.
$200

746*
Elizabeth II, two cents (1967), Bahamas Islands obverse die
mule. Brown and red, uncirculated.
$80

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

747*
Elizabeth II, , one cent 1969, squeezed blank on left, faulty
strike with broken collar? Nearly uncirculated.
$100

752*
Elizabeth II, fifty cents (c2000) struck on a scalloped (?) edge
bronze (?) blank (5.4g; 25mm). Uncirculated and rare.
$450
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.
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DECIMAL ISSUES

757
Elizabeth II, pre decimal type set; mint sets, 1965 (missing
outer), 1973, 1977, 1979 (2), 1983, 1984 (2), 1992 (5)
1993 (2), 1994-95, 2003 2006 (2), 2009; mint dollar, 2005
(King Kong); mint dollars, two coin set, Australia and New
Zealand, 2005; mint one, two and two dollar two coin and
note note set, 1990; mint five dollars, 1991, Rugby World
Cup (2); mint five dollars, four coin set, 1992. Extremely
fine - uncirculated. (27)
$150

753*
Elizabeth II, twenty cents (c2000) struck on a ten cents blank
in error (5.2g; 23mm) edge partly milled. Uncirculated and
rare.
$500
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

758
Elizabeth II, mint sets, 1967 (2), 1968 (5), 1969 (4),; mint
dollar, 2009; mint five dollars, 2006 proof set, 1979; proof
one ounce fine silver "Haka" dollar, 2011; a quantitty
of modern world base metal issues from various nations,
several in perspex holders (approx 60). Extremely fine
- FDC. (lot)
$150

754*
Elizabeth II, ten cents (2001-5) struck on a five cents blank
in error (2.61g), only partial edge milling from the collar.
Uncirculated and rare.
$400

759
Elizabeth II, mint sets, 1969, 1970, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977,
1979, 1980 (2), 1981, 1982, 1983 (2), 1985, 1986 (2), 1987
(2), 1988, 1989, 1990 (2), 1991, 1992 (2). Uncirculated.
(25)
$180

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

Ex Dr G.C. Shortland Collection.

760
Elizabeth II, mint sets, 1978 (3), 1979 (2), 1980; mint dollars,
1978, 1979 (2), 1980 (2); proof sets, 1977-80; proof dollars,
1977, 1980 (2), 1989. Uncirculated FDC. (19)
$200

755*
Elizabeth II, ten cents (c2000) struck on a five cents blank
(2.8g), edge nearly all plain (trace of collar milling).
Uncirculated.
$350
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

761
Elizabeth II, specimen sets, 1965, 1968, 1969, mint sets
1969; proof dollar, James Cook 1969; specimen one cents
1969 (4), two cents 1970 (3), cent 1973, also sixpence 1959,
1965, Auckland Centennial 1971 in aluminium, many in 2x2
holders, sets as issued. Extremely fine - FDC. (16)
$50

756*
Elizabeth II, five cents 1986 struck on a one cent blank in
error (2.5g). Red uncirculated.
$400

Ex Dr G.C.Shortland Collection.

762
Elizabeth II, proof sets, 1975, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980-84,
1985 (2), 1986-87, 1992 (2, one outer damaged), 1996.
FDC. (16)
$200

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

Ex Dr G.C. Shortland Collection.

763
Elizabeth II, proof sets, 1979 (2) (one missing all packaging),
1981, 1982 (missing outer), 1989, 1991-94, 1995 (2 one
missing), 1996-97, 2012 (2), 2013, 2015; proof silver dollars,
four coin set, 1990. FDC. (18)
$350
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TRADESMENS TOKENS

764
Elizabeth II, proof silver dollars, 1978, 1980-84, extra 1983
(1933-83 common), 1990; also PNG proof silver ten kina
1991 (very deteriorated case) 9th South Pacific Games. In
cases of issue, FDC. (9)
$240
765
Elizabeth II, proof silver dollars, 1979-81, 1983, 1986 (2),
1987, 1990, 1992 (piedfort); proof silver five dollars, 1992
(case deteriorated); proof cameo silver twenty dollars, 1995.
FDC. (11)
$200

772*
Barley, Charles C., Auckland penny, 1858 (A.27). Attractive
brown and red original mint bloom, uncirculated and rare
in this condition, one of the finest known.
$900

Ex Dr G.C.Shortland Collection.

766
Elizabeth II, proof silver dollars 1981, 1983; also Australian
Mint ten dollars 1982 (2). In cases and packs of issue,
uncirculated - FDC. (4)
$80

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

767
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver commemorative dollars,
1982, 1983 (4), 1984, 1985, 1986, 1989, 2007; proof
sterling silver five dollars, 1995 (3); cameo proof sterling
silver twenty dollars, 1995; mint sets, 1968-70. Uncirculated
- FDC. (17)
$300

773*
Brown and Duthie, New Plymouth penny, 1866 (A.50).
Brown and red uncirculated and one of the finest known.
$500

768
Elizabeth II, proof silver five coin set, 1990. In RAM case
of issue with certificates, FDC. (5)
$80

Private purchase from M.R.Roberts, with their ticket.

769
Elizabeth II, proof silver five coin set, 1990; proof silver five
dollars, 1992; proof sets, 1987 and 1991; mint four coin set,
1992. Uncirculated - FDC. (5)
$100
Ex Dr G.C. Shortland Collection.

770
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver piedfort twenty cents, 1995
(3); proof sterling silver five dollars, 1994, 1995 (2), 1998;
proof five dollars, 1990, Anzacs (2). FDC. (9)
$150

774*
Clark, Archibald, Auckland penny, 1857 (A.64). Attractive
red and brown, nearly FDC and rare in this condition, one
of the finest known.
$1,250

771
Elizabeth II, NGC slabbed proofs, dollar, 1967 (SP 67
Cameo); dollar, 1984, Chatham Is. Black Robin (PF 68 Ultra
Cameo); five dollars, 1994, Winter Olympics (PF 69 Ultra
Cameo); five dollars, 2002, Queens Golden Jubilee (PF 69
Ultra Cameo); also Papua New Guinea, proof five kina, 1975
(PCGS PR67DCAM). FDC. (5)
$150

Private purchase from M.R.Robert with their ticket.
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775*
Hurley, J & Co., Wanganui halfpenny, undated (A.277).
Cleaned, extremely fine and rare in this condition.
$150
Private purchase from Adelaide Exchange with their ticket.

776*
Milner & Thompson, Christchurch penny, 1881 (A.379).
Attractive brown and red uncirculated.
$250
Private purchase from M.R.Roberts with their ticket.

part

777*
Presbyterian communion tokens, in lead or white metal, as
per Lampard nos Oamaru, L.370; Waikouaiti 1863, L.375;
Anderson's Bay, Dunedin, L.381; East Taieri 1864, L.385;
West Taieri 1864, L.386; Invercargill, Southland, L.393, in
2x2 holders, some priced. Very fine - extremely fine. (6)
$200

part

780*
Australian States, New South Wales, assorted issues with
duplication on Hagner sheets, Seven Seas Album hingeless
album leaves and show cards, mostly used, includes various
1851 laureate issues to 6d in mixed condition (10), 1854
def. series imperf. (1/- (2) illustrated for shades); 1d upper
joined pair of Consumptives homes (illustrated), used 5/- map
(5, one mint illlustrated), used 5/- coin (5), used �1 Philip
(illustrated), 2/6 lyrebird mint (SG 395), used (4); postage
dues (17) mostly Australia noted 3d Specimen (SG D25);
OS overprints including 8d (SG 010) (illustrated); 1891
surcharges mint (2x3); various duty stamps; assorted mint
NSW stamps (100+), the issues of later QV with duplication,
many arranged a sets, some postage due issues to 6d (16);
1885-1895 values to 2/-; noticed a few GB 1d perf QV issues
included, a range with much duplication. Mint or unused
but mostly used with some duplication and many with faults.
(approx 560)
$300

778
Medalet, Anzac Queen (1916), CDC No 4 (Citizen Defence
Corps) (M.A/2). Good very fine.
$50
Sold with copy of press cutting from Star Christchurch issue 10 March
1916.

779
Hawkes Bay & Gisborne Savings Bank, 1967, Cooks first
voyage 1769 in bronze (33mm); third voyage 1772 in bronze
(38mm); Auckland Fire Brigade Centennial 1874-1974 in
silver (41mm). Extremley fine - uncirculated. (3)
$150
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 113A (lot 1035 part) for the third, Sale 117
(lot 535 part) for the others.
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part

781*
Australian States, Queensland, assorted issues with
duplication on Hagner sheets and show cards, includes
Chalen head 1d imperf. perf issues with shade varieties,1d
(16), 2d (21), 3d (3), 4d, 6d (8), 1/- (4), high values large size
2/- (10), 2/6 (3), 5/- (4), 10/- (3) (1 illustrated), 1879-1881
series a good range of values with duplication, 1882 series
of multiple sets with extras to 6d, shades etc, (58); 2/- type
(3); some mint issues of later issues to 2/- (noted 3 of SG
107-8, one illustrated), 1897 2/- MUH (SG 254 illustrated);
some used QV stamp duty issues to 20/-, a wide range with
duplication. A few mint - MUH but mostly used with some
duplication and some with faults. (495)
$300

part

783*
Australian States, Tasmania, assorted issues with duplication
on Hagner sheets and show cards, includes Chalen head
imperfs (14), of 1d, 2d, 4d, 6d (last three illustratd) postally
used and others as dated by hand; several are unused 1d
(illustrated), 4d, 1/- (maybe once pen-cancelled) (illustrated);
lot includes perf. Chalens (12); also O/P issues, stamp duty
issues, noted St. George 10/- salmon mint (SG F7 CV �800)
(illustrated), pictorials mint and used with duplication, some
OS issues. A few mint mostly used with some duplication.
(215)
$400

part

part

784*
Australian States, Victoria, assorted issues with duplication
on Hagner sheets and show cards, includes half lengths (4,
one illustrated) with faults others as pairs are reprints; 2d
and 6d queen on throne (both illustrated), mint issues (21), to
2/- (SG 395); noted a 5/- unused duty stamp (SG 260) others
(21); other issues of QV with duplication, 6d, some postage
due issues to 6d (16); 1885-1895 values to 2/-; a range with
duplication. A few mint or unused but mostly used with
some duplication and some with faults. (approx 340)
$150

782*
Australian States, South Australia, assorted issues with
duplication on Hagner sheets, includes imperfs 2d, 6d blue
(SG 10 CV £170), 1/- orange with date stamp Sep 10, 1858
(SG 12 CV £400); various (16 including OS O/P) of roulette
and perf issues to 2/- of this QV type, also a ten pounds
'Specimen' issue, other Stamp Duty issues including 1/- KEVII
unused later issues etc. A few mint mostly used with some
duplication. (140)
$250

100

part

786*
Australian States, a collection housed in a Lighthouse
stockbook of assorted issues, noted Tasmania, Chalon heads
(14) used or pen cancelled, duty stamps to 10/-, postal fiscal
2/6 O/P Revenue (SG F32); Queensland, Chalon heads (31)
(some duplication) to £1 etc; Victoria, an interesting lot
(approx 75) noted duty stamps, a wide range to £2 several
with O/P cattle, Motor Transport, also 1d half length SG 8,
2d QV on throne (SG 32), £2 duty stamp unused; New South
Wales, values to £1, noted Carmichael 2d and 3d imperf
(illustrated); perf 6d Registered, several Reprints; South
Australia QV 2d (4) 6d (4), 1/-, Postage tall stamps 19021912, 1d - 1/- (approx 20), OS O/P etc; Western Australia,
swans etc to 2/-, noted Supreme Court Fees, for £25, £50
and £100 MUH (illustrated) issues; together with a large
stock book (The Stamp Collectors Album) with Australia
KGV issues of various wmks and perfs, (approx 130). 1d
reds colour varieties etc (23), other issues from 1/2d - 1/4,
includes OS issues. Mostly used, a few mint/MUH, mixed
condition throughout. (100s)
$200

part

785*
Australian States, Western Australia, assorted issues with
duplication on Hagner sheets and show cards, includes 1d
black swan imperf (SG 1 CV �225), 4d pale blue (SG 3 CV
�200), 2d (SG 25 CV �80) (all illustrated), others later issues
of swan types to 1/- with duplication, used (100); mint issues
to 2/- (24); various duty stamps including a pair of 2/- swan
type (illustrated), £1 internal revenue on piece dated 11/12/96
(illustrated); much duplication. Mint/MUH and used, some
faults noted. (133)
$400

787
Australian States, a selection, includes NSW, QLD, SA, TAS,
VIC and WA, c1880-1902. All used/cancelled. (approx
500)
$60
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part

789*
Australia, an accumulation of MUH, mint and used
kangaroos, on Hagner sheet and show cards, noted 2/- C of
A imprint block of 2 (illustrated MUH), another half imprint
block of 1 and a large block of 8, singles (5), mint 1/2d, 1d, 2
1/2d, other used kangaroos 1/2d (6), 1d (11), 2d (8), 2 1/2d
(4), 3d (9, 1 OS perf), 4d, 5d, 6d (blue 4, browm 8), 9d (13),
1/- (9), 2/- brown (3), 2/- maroon (19), 5/- (4, 3rd and C of
A wmks.). MUH, mint, used and mixed condition. (lot)
$100

part

788*
Australia, collection of most issues, including wmk. types
and perf. varieties from 1913 - c.1983, a collection on
MUH, mint and unused issues, housed in a Lighthouse clip
lock album on their printed leaves, including the following
highlights: kangaroo Specimens from 1st Wmk. to C of A
complete, kangaroos non specimens to 5/- complete (no
2d 1st wmk. but extra 2 1/2d), KGV's with shades, some
duplication and several with incorrect labels, 3d kooka
M/S, commems include 5/- bridge, K/Smith set with OS
O/P, robes thick and thin papers, arms set and Specimen
arms set, navigators set, decimal values to $10, sets appear
complete for commems., from 1927, defintives from George
VI; together with AAT 1957-1982. MUH, mint and unused,
some with faults (tone and misattribution). (100s)
$3,500

part

790*
Australia, KGV's MUH or mint blocks on show cards, noted
imprint blocks of 4 by John Ash of Small multiple wmk. for
5d (illustrated), 3d and 1 1/2d, immprint block of 2 for 1d,
blocks of 4 of 5d/4 1/2; 10 of 2d/1 1/2d; blocks of 4, multiple
crown over A, 1/2d green, 1/2d orange inverted wmk block;
1 1/2d red small multiple blocks of 4 (2) one block with
inverted wmk. MUH, mint a nice group. (40)
$200
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part

791*
Australia, KGV, selection of singles on two Hagner sheets,
various watermarks, from 1/2d to 1/4 (28) and OS overprints
(5), noted 4d ultramarine (SG 65 illustrated) and 4d orange
(SG 22), 4 1/2d violet (SG 103), 1/4 (SG 66, off centred
illustrated). Mostly mint a few better. (33)
$200
part

792
Australia, KGV's, selection of issues of various watermarks,
used on 4 Hagner sheets, with values to 1/4 (4), also noted
4d ultramarine (3), 4d lemon, 4d orange and shades (6), 4
1/2d (3), 5d brown (19), OS O/P (9), OS perf or OS/NSW
(8). Used, a mixed range a few with faults. (168)
$100

794
Australia, used issues from 1927 mostly as commems, all
on 12 Hagner sheets, lot includes arms set of 4 (3), Anzac
pair (3), centenaries of Victora as a set (3) and SA as a set
(2); KGV jubilee cent sets (2), Macarthur set, robes sets
of 3 (3), navigators to £2, K/Smith set, 6d 1913 kooka,
150 years, 1940 forces set (3) etc. Used, mixed condition.
(approx 400)
$150

part

795*
Australia, accumulation of commemoratives and robes etc
from 1927-1940 on three Hagner sheets and show cards as
MUH/mint, noted 3d air (4), 1/6 air (3), 6d K/Smith air (6),
.1/- lyre bird, 3d kooka (7), K/Smith sets (4+), 150th anniv
sets (4), Sturt sets (4), multiple of other singles some as blocks
etc, also includes 10/- Robes (3, 2 as specimens), 5/- (2) and
5 /- BCOF O/P (illustrated); 3d blue (3) white wattles TA cut
appart; 1940 AIF set, etc. MUH, mint. (195)
$200

part

793*
Commonwealth of Australia, PMG Dept., set of Australian
Postage Stamps in a three leaf folder of stamp issues,
produced c.1934 with Kangaroos 6d to 10/- OS perf or O/P,
Specimen kangaroos to £2 3rd wmk. (£2 with perf corner
missing), kangaroos to 5/- 3rd wmk, all CTO issues of KGV
to 1/4 including OS perfs and O/P, 3d & 6d kooka (both
types), (also 3d OS perf), 1/- Lyre incl. OS, commemoratives
from 1927 complete CTO and OS perfs including 5/- bridge,
K/Smith with OS O/P, 3d air OS perf and normal. All neatly
stored in folder, CTO or MUH. (67)
$2,000

796
Australia, , extensive accumulation of commemoratives and
definitives etc from 1938-1965 mostly on Hagner and show
cards all as MUH/mint issues (mostly MUH), many as blocks
etc, noted animal blocks of 6d anteater (36), others smaller
for 8d, 9d, 11d, 1/2; imprint blocks (58) or blocks of 4 for
commems or definitive issues (100s) some as larger blocks;
quantities of most issues; larger number of singles including
5/- cattle, a very comprehensive accumulation. MUH, mint.
(approx (100s)
$250

Lot includes original envelope.
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801
Australia, , decimal mint sheets, 22c x 50 x 2; 20c x 45 x 2;
several decimal mint packs and FDC's, in an album; another
album containing some world (all cancelled) and Australian
decimal (approx F.V = $35); New Zealand, Stamp Collection,
1985. In albums, use (all cancelled).
$60

802
Australia, P.O. packs of decimal in binder album, FDC's predecimal and decimal as per owner's list, all in large plastic
bin. Used - MUH. (100s)
$200

803
Australia, decimal 1988 themes, First Day Covers and P.O.
Packs (approx 100) mainly 1980s, all in one carton, plus
large envelopes of used on paper. Fine - MUH. (100s)
$150

804
Australia, Australia Post pre-stamped envelopes (468), in
six albums, 1988-1994 (78 in each album), also stock book
album with pre decimal birds and later definitives, decimal,
framas and series of Nauru. Used - MUH. (7 albums)
$300

part

797*
Australia, booklets, 2/- booklet green on pale green (SG
SB25ab cat £475) with Parcel rates on back, with KGV 2d
CofA inverted wmk, (type SG 127a) (illustrated); another
with Air Mail slogan incomplete with 8 stamps only (SB25a);
together with 2/- partial booklets (2), (3 and 7 stamps) of
2d KGVI issue (SB27b); together with Great Britain, KGV
2/- booklets KGV (3) edn. 321, one complete (SGBB17)
with all stamps (CV £575) (illustrated) other two (one with
6x 1 1/2d and 6 x 1/2d, other no stamps). MUH about as
issued. (7)
$300

805
Australia and Pacific, including Year Books 1990, 1989,
1991, 1993; New Zealand 1984; 1988 Bicentennial theme
sets in clip cases; Sevens Seas and albums of Australia missing
all the scarce issues (6 albums, mostly MUH, a few packs, all
in large plastic bin on wheels. Fine - MUH. (1000s)
$300

798
Australia, extensive range with some duplication of predecimal blocks of 4 or 6, many earlier issues as imprint
blocks with values to 2/3, many issues are commem types,
also includes AAT issues, lot includes a detailed listing of
blocks 1940s - 1960s. MUH. (100s)
$100

806
Australia, Decimal Pre-stamped envelopes collection, housed
in 16 specially designed albums, neatly stored in one carton
(20.5kg). Mint. (approx 640)
$200

807
Australia, Australia Post pre-stamped envelopes in eight
albums 1988-1994 (78 in each album) in one carton (9.9kg).
Mint. (624)
$240

799
Australia, Australia Post Year Books, 1982-1994, includes
deluxe as issued. MUH. (13)
$250
800
Australia, Australia Post Year Books, 1982-91, 1996; 1988
boxed set, also world in 3 small albums and First Day Covers.
Used - MUH. (15)
$250

808
Australia and world, , used, on piece and some MUH,
includes pre decimal in small stock book album; tin with
packets, one group of China 1950s issues, all in one carton
(3.1kg). Used to MUH. (approx (3.1kg)
$100
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809
Australia, , and world stamps, including P.O. packs, five stock
book albums with MUH blocks and booklets (approx 12),
three shoe boxes with stamps sorted into envelopes, all in
one medium size suitcase. Used - MUH. (approx 12)
$500
810
Australia, and world, housed in nine albums of varying
types, mixture of mint and used, missing high values, one is
only First Day Covers, two envelopes of FDCs and kiloware
all in one container. Used - MUH. (approx 1,000)
$150
811
Aden, various sets on large Hagner sheet with sets with faults
1939 to 10 rupees, to 10/-, (SG 1-12, 36-46), Protective State
issues Kathiri (SG 1-11, 20-27), Qu'aiti (SG 1-11, 20-27)
as MUH but some issues sticking to each other; Australia,
sheet of 100 of the 5c 50th anniversary of flight (SG 450-2);
another sheet of 5 1/2d Glouucester with folds and faults;
mint KGV (4). Mint-MUH. (lot)
$100

part

815*
China, Foochow in Fukien Province, 1895 stamp issues
1c to 40c and colour changes (SG 1-11) (15c illustrated);
together with newspaper wrapper with stamped pre-printed
impression of the 1/2c brown Foochow and letter card from
the Postal Service of Chinkiang with a one cent printed
impression of different design to normal stamps (dated
[18]94) (illustrated). Last with spotted tone and rare, stamps
mint and newspaper wrapper as new. (13)
$100

812
Africa, , 1947 Royal Visit sheets of issues from various
British Commonwealth countries in Africa, sheets of issue
60, Basutoland, 1d, 2d, 3d and 1/- (SG 32-35); similar for
Bechuanaland (SG 132-135); similar for Swaziland (SG
42-45); Southern Rhodesia 1/2d and 1d (SG 62-63); South
Africa sheets of issue of 120 for 1d, 2d and 3d (SG 111-113);
similar for South West Africa (SG 134-136). MUH, a few
sheets show spots. (SG 134-136)
$100
813
British Empire, and Commonwealth, 1890s-1990s, collection
and approx 700 in stock book. Used - MUH.
$100

part

816
China, collection of issues on selected leaves from a printed
China stamp album with issues from 1921 but almost all
from 1940s as issues of the Nationalist Government under
Chiang kai-shek, includes a few used and most are fine mint
SG 354 scarce thinned (illustrated) , 357-8, 360, 363, 378,
380, 656-662, 666-669, 671-673, 702-710 D717-D723,
724-729 [war regugees], 741. 743, M745, 746-750, 762-766,
768-773, 784-793, various issues of chequered surcharges
1946-1948 (47); 912-915, 942-946, 951-954, 972-973, 981992, 1001-2a and 1029-1031 including imperfs, 1044-1047,
bold yuan overprints a wide range mint and used (68) noted
SG 1117 used, also Japanese Occupation O/P in green (7)
and others O/P 1945-6 issues (35); and a small show card of
issues for Formosa 1946-8, Sun Yat sen various issues (12).
Mint and used. (100s)
$100

Ex D.Featherstone/L.McNaught Collection.

part

814*
British Guiana, a small collection on leaves (49) from 18621910 but mostly pre 1890, noted SG 42-43, 46-7, 53, 67-8,
73, 80, 82, 84, 103, 138, 140, 141, 144 162-165 (7) perf
'Specimen' mostly used (one illustrated with irregular side
perfs, 182 etc (all high CV). Mostly used, a few mint stuck
to leaves. (49)
$150

Ex Philas Stamp Auctions Sale 130 (lot 1210).

817
China, 1931-1964, total 39 pages with some scarce sets.
Used - MUH. (approx 370)
$200

Ex P.J.Downie Auction (lot 2370) in their folder.

Ex D.Featherstone/L.McNaught Collection.
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818*
China, Albums (3) specially produced by the People's
Republic of China first with issues 1974-1979 of used
issues, noted UPU (SG 2567-9); 25th Anniv. (SG 2584); 30th
Albania (SG 2589-2590); 4th People's Congress (SG 25979); Athletes (SG 2614-2620); Learning (SG 2624, 2426);4th
5yr plan (SG 2637-2652); May 7 10th Anniv. (SG 2657-9);
Mao Swim (SG 2660-2); Li Hsun (SG 2672-4); Death of
Lui Hu-lan (SG 2689-2691); Chou En-lai (SG 2685-8), (SG
2692-3, 2715-8, 2731-5, 2736-8, 2739-2746, 2755-2760,
2859-2860 and 2884) and others, together with a similar
album 1980-1985 issues noted commem. issues including
(SG 2979-2980); ancient scientists (SG 3021-4); Philatelic
Federation Congress (SG MS3195 MUH) (illustrated);
Olympics M/S (SG MS3328 MUH); and many others;
together with a small album of China (People's Republic)
with a good representation of earlier issues from the 1950s
mostly used, includes currency revaluation issues noted (SG
1664-1681). Almost all used, incomplete collection in three
books. (approx 300)
$250

820*
China, 1980, T46 Monkey stamp for New Year issue of
1980, block of 4 with side selvedge with imprint (SG 2968,
Scott 1586). MUH. (4)
$8,000

part

821*
China, a stock book filled with M/S of China People's
Republic of the 1980s-2000, Great Wall (SG MS2865 CV
£225) (illustrated); Tang Dynasty painting (SG MS3303 CV
£180); others SG MS3260 (CV £70); MS3158 (CV £200);
MS3561 (12) (CV 12x £18); MS3470 (Sun Yat Sen) (16)
(CV 16 x £10); Ancient Buildings MS3524 (3) (CV 3x £30);
MS3596 (CV £30); MS3782 (2) (CV 2x£20); MS3534 (5)
(CV 5x£55); MS3529 (5) (CV5x£18); mostly from the 1990s
with much duplication. MUH. (175 M/S)
$500

part

819*
China, Albums (2) specially produced by the People's
Republic of China 1974-1979 of used issues, noted Popular
Olympics (SG 2549-2554); Acrobatics (SG 2555-2560);
Paintings (SG 2561-2566); Teaching (SG 2574-2583); SG
2588; Wushu (SG 2604-9); Confucius (SG 2610-3); Country
Women (SG 2600-3); going to College (SG 2663-7); Water
(SG 2835-9); Great wall (SG 2861-4, the 60f MUH) and
others together with a similar album 1980-1985 issues noted
paintings (SG 2939-2954); facial make up (SG 2956-2963);
Monkey stamp (SG 2968) (illustrated); Liu Yuan (SG 30173020); Cock (SG 3032); Lanterns (SG 3039-3044); Jinling
(SG 3146-3157); Pig (SG 3229); Terracotta (SG 3256-9);
Panda (SG 3386-9 and SG MS 3390). Almost all used, an
incomplete collection. (approx 200)
$300

822
China, assorted issues stored on cut down Hagner sheets to
mostly sight card size, noted 1988 M/S of of Monkey stamp
of 1980, various copies including 1980 Monkey stamp (2),
commems as issues of 1950s, mostly, used some as reprints
(SG 1457) (2) and Agrarian reform 1952 etc, noted various
galloping horses of 1978 to 70f (SG 2771-2780). A mixed
lot mint and used with reprints. (69)
$100
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823
China, Postage Stamp Catalogue, Republic of China 18781911, large hard bound volume, coloured throughout,
produced by the China Stamp Society, xl + 689 pps. As
new.
$100
824
Estonia, large quantity of early full and part sheets of issue
including 1918-9, 5k (50), 15k (100) (SG 1-2) (CV �120);
1919-1920, 5k (100), 10K (700 imperf, 100 perf. (SG 6, 7,
7a) (CV �170); 1920 war victims fund 35-10p (100), 70+ 15
(30), (SG 24-25, CV 156 �110); 1919-1920, 1m on 35+10 p
(200) SG 29 (CV �80); 1m Viking longship (500) (SG 11a)
(CV �550); 5m similar (20) (SG 12a) (CV �40). MUH, a few
sticking to adjoining sheet, total CV �1,070. (lot)
$150

827*
Centenary of Hong Kong, 1841-1941, Registered First Day
Cover 2, 4, 5, 15, 25C and $1. Fine.
$200

825
France, a small collection housed in a small stock book, a
mixed selection of commems c.1930s-early 1940s, noted SG
617 Anti-Cancer; 1943 national Relief fund set; Nord loc
SG 573; Nansen SG 541a-542; etc. Mixed condition, some
toned, mostly mint. (104)
$50

826*
Germany, including German states and Austria in a leather
bound small stock book, noted 1872 issue including 5 g (Cat
£140) (illustrated), Oldenburg 3g mint (SG 38, cat. £325),
Hamburg 2 1/2s (SG 27 cat. £190), also Prussia, Bavaria,
Hannover, Wurttemberg etc singles in all (47); a few Samoa
'yacht' type; Germany noted includes 30 pf stamp cent.
(SG 1037, £90) (illustrated); 30 + 10 pf (SG 1042 1072
(illustrated), both cat.£150 each); others to 1950s, noted
5DM blue mostly in blocks of 4 (SG A135 cat £35 each);
Austria, 1950 birds noted 20c eagle (7), other values (60g20s) (set of 7, CV £475), noted other scarce issues etc. Mint
and used. (approx 200)
$300

lot 828 part (next page)
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part

828*
Marshall Islands, German territory, mandated to Japan 1914 on, remainder part sheets of all eight values 3 pfg to 80 pfg, each
stamp with Japanese Naval Commander Chop, all in contemporary envelope 50 sets at 10/- each sold to Smyth for �25/-/- 20
Nov 1915, each value has 24 stamps remaining as part sheets, the 80 pfg in smaller sections totaling 34, these contained in
stamped envelopes with roneoed letter detailing the stamps came from the Post Master. Toned, as received MUH, and an
interesting historical lot. (201)
$500
Sold with research.
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part

830*
New Zealand, assorted issues with duplication on 7 Hagner
sheets and smaller strip cards, includes issues mostly from
WWII period to early decimal, some earlier QV period to
1/- used, several NZ health M/S 1958, other commems
mostly singles a few as blocks, noticed Dunedin 1925 set,
and a Penrhyn Island 2 1/2d pair (SG 1) (illustrated); health
FDC (3) c.1955; additional world lot on 2 Hagner sheets,
containing used USA Revenue stamps c.1856-1871 (14)
some duplication; also Ascension KGVI set to 3d (8) mint;
Falkland Islands QV issues 1/2d (5), 1d, 2d; together with
Prince of Wales Hospital Fund 1897 2/6, 1/- (2) mint etc. A
few mint or unused but mostly used with some duplication
and some with faults. (approx 370)
$100

829*
New Zealand, 1996 withdrawn Health stamp issues
as a miniature sheet overprinted with the CAPEX 96
(International Philatellic Exhibition in Toronto Canada)
overprint (normal type M/S cf.SG 2003a; Campbell Paterson
(does not list the CAPEX overprint for withdrawn issue).
MUH, unique? a most important M/S.
$4,000
Originally purchased c.1997/8 with attached label to card for $4,500.

831
Philippines, 1880-1974, on 48 pages. Used - MUH. (approx
500)
$100

In mid 1996 the annual "Health" issue was printed and about to be issued
by New Zealand Post. That issue consisted of the usual two stamps and a
miniature sheet, all items with a charity surcharge.
The domestic letter rate 40 cents (+5 cents) value was at the very last minute
discovered to have a major design fault. The stamp showed a baby child in a
child restraint, alongside a Teddy Bear, who was wearing the car seat belt.

Ex D.Featherstone/L.McNaught Collection.

It is clear from the design that the child and teddy bear are in the rear seat
of the car, and facing toward the front, i.e. the same direction as the driver.
In New Zealand this is not permitted. It is required that infants in such car
seats be facing to the REAR of the vehicle, so as to minimize impact and
damage, in the event of an accident.
The design was amended at the last moment, and the original printing
supposedly destroyed, the final issued design having no Teddy Bear, and
no seat belt, so it was not apparent the child was facing in the "illegal"
direction.
Amended design stamps were issued on June 5th 1996. It soon became
apparent, due to an alert stamp collector, that at least some of the original
"Teddy Bear" stamps had not been destroyed. A commercial cover was
sighted, which still exists intact.
There was a sensation late 1997 when the Miniature Sheet of this issue,
which contains two of the 40� (+5�) values was offered for auction in
the Netherlands. Not only one Miniature Sheet, but the same sheet with
"Capex 96" overprint. All four stamps on both sheets were the "Teddy
Bear" error.
These stamps and miniature sheets have an interesting and well documented
track record. Best of all they have that very elusive quality that always makes
for a popular variety - a catchy name! The "Teddy Bear" stamps will for
some time remain the premiere post war New Zealand issue.

part

832*
Rhodesia, a small collection (76) on leaves including KGV
used set of Northern Rhodesia (SG 1-17) to �1 (17) (CV
�600), other issues for the British South Africa Company
including 10/- (SG 50), one pound as a perfin (SG 90); others
with Rhodesia overprints. Some mint stuck down on sheets,
but mostly used. (76)
$150
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838
World stamps, , albums (7), two tins and plastic ice cream
container with P.O. packs light magnifier and a shopping bag
with P.O. packs and guide books all in plastic bin on wheels,
includes anniversary of National Service 1951-1972 world
(cased). Fine - MUH. ( (cased)
$200
839
World stamps, including Australia, Australia Post Year Books
1981, 1982, 1983, large albums, three old small size albums;
some stationery, share certificate, used stamps in a tin, all in
Hat-Copper USA, one Archive box. Fair - MUH. (100s)
$100

833*
Theresienstadt Concentration Camp, WWII 1943 parcel
stamp, fine used on parcel piece, sent to camp with Prag/
Praha 1944 postmark (Mi ZI). Used.
$140

840
World stamps, , many Australian, mostly used, hinged on
papers in makeshift albums and binder, packets, includes
China People's Republic year book 1995, all in one large
carton. Used - MUH. (1,000s)
$100

834
USA, collection of mint/MUH housed in a cliplock album in
a slip cover, of issues of commemoratives from 1933 - 1957,
some imperf as issued on M/S, noted 1937 M/S 10c green
Smokey mountain (2), a wide range of 3c issues including
baseball game, flags, M/S 100th Anniv of first stamps and
5th International Exhibition 1956. MUH and mint. (approx
200)
$100

841
World stamps, , mostly MUH in country and thematic albums,
includes Great Britain and USA; Postal Communication 1987
in slip case, with literature all in one large plastic bin on
wheels. Fine - MUH. (1,000s)
$500

835
USA, various FDC propaganda covers (26) c.1943-1944
featuring commemorative stamps and a suitable vignette,
includes several of the UN flag series, mostly addressed to
P.O. F.H. Parker, Flinders Naval Base and a few to HMAS
Australia. Used. (26)
$50

842
World stamps, a mixture of various African nations, c19302000. Used/cancelled - MUH. (5 stockbooks)
$80
843
World stamps, includes, Bangladesh, Ceylon/ Sri Lanka
Cyprus, c1940-2000. Used/cancelled - MUH. (3
stockbooks)
$50

836
Zanzibar, small collection 1896-1967, includes some scarce
issues. Used - MUH. (approx 90)
$100
Ex D.Featherstone/L.McNaught Collection.

844
World stamps, includes, Bhutan, Burundi, Equitorial Guinea,
Guinea-Bissau, Guyana, Haiti, Laos, Maldives, Monaco,
Mongolia, Tuva. Used/cancelled - MUH. (8 stockbooks)
$80

837
World, , MUH sheets and blocks from various countries
including Southern Rhodesia 1937 Coronation 1d (354), 2d
(208), (SG 36-37, CV �337) together with used blocks of 4
of1d and 2d; Germany, 1945-6 Allied Occupation, sheets of
100 of 5, 12 and 25 pf (SG A3, A7, A9) with extras 12pf (5)
and 25pf. (16); Great Britain, MUH sheets 1965 Battle of
Britain (SG 671-6) (120); 2 1/2d 1948 Royal silver wedding
(SG 493) (120); 1958 3d Welsh dragon, Brit. Commonwealth
Games (SG 567) (120); 3d and 4 1/2d National Nature Week
(SG 637-638) (240); USA, 5c Winston Churchill half sheet
of (50). MUH. (1, (50)
$100

845
World stamps, a mixture of British Commonwealth nations,
includes, Aden, Burma, Cook Islands, India, Nepal, New
Zealand and dependencies, Pakistan, Turks and Caicos
Islands, Western Samoa. Used/cancelled - MUH. (4 large
stockbooks)
$100
846
World stamps, includes, BMA Malaya, Brunei, Malaya,
North Borneo, PNG, Sarawak, Singapore. Mostly cancellled,
MUH - used/cancelled. (6 stockbooks)
$60
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847
World stamps, includes, British Solomon Islands, Fiji,
Grenada, Hong Kong, Malta, c1935-2000. A large proportion
cancelled. Used/cancelled - MUH. (6 stockbooks)
$80
848
World stamps, a mixture of Central and South American
nations, c1930-2000. Used/cancelled - MUH. (4 large
stockbooks)
$80
849
World stamps, includes, Ghana, Nigeria, Sierra Leone and
South Africa, c1940-1990. A large proportion cancelled.
Used/cancelled - MUH. (3 large stockbooks)
$60
850
World stamps, Persia/Iran 1889-1960s (120 on 9 pages);
Iraq, 1920s-1950s (160+ on 8 pages); SAAR, 1920-1958
(110 on 17 pages). Used MUH. (approx 400)
$150
Ex D.Featherstone/L.McNaught Collection.

851
World stamps, a selection of South East Asian nations,
includes, Cambodia, Thailand and Vietnam, c1940-2000.
Used/cancelled - MUH. (3 stockbooks)
$60
852
Postal stationery and covers, China (7), Hong Kong (4),
Borneo, North Borneo (25), Sarawak & North Borneo. Fair
- fine used. (15)
$150
853
The Official Collection Of World Wildlife First Day Covers,
1976-78, comprising 108 FDCs each with accompanying
information sheet, all in an official folder. MUH. (108)
$70
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